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Abstract- This paper investigates the local asymptotic stabilization of a very general class of instable autonomous 
nonlinear difference equations which are subject to perturbed dynamics which can have a different order that that of 
the nominal difference equation. In the general case, the controller consists of two combined parts, namely, the 
feedback nominal controller which stabilizes the nominal (i.e. perturbation - free) difference equation plus an 
incremental controller which completes the stabilization in the presence of  dynamics in the uncontrolled difference 
equation. A stabilization variant consists of using a single controller to stabilize the nominal difference equation and 
also the perturbed one under a smallness-type characterization of the perturbed dynamics.  The study is based on 
Banach fixed point principle and it is also valid with slight modification for the stabilization of unstable oscillatory 
solutions.  
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1. Introduction 
In this paper, the following nonautonomous difference equation is investigated:  
  mnnnn x,...,xhx  1  
        m~nnnmnnn x,...,xf~x,...,xf   11 0    gg m~nnnmnnn x,...,xg~x,...,xg   11  
      cn
c
nnn x~xx~x  0 ;  Nn                                                                                                          (1) 
 
of order   10  gg m~,m,m~,mmax:m  and initial conditions mx 1 ,…, 0x  where the four terms of the 
second identity are pair-wise identical in the same order as written, in which RR  mn D:h , 
RR  0mfn D:f , RR  m
~
f~n D:f
~ , RR  gmgn D:g  and RR  gm
~
g~n D:g~  and D 
is a nonempty subset of the union of the sets fD , f~D , gD and g~D . The four pair-wise identical terms 
of the last identity have the following interpretations: 
 
. 0nx  is the nominal value of the uncontrolled nominal solution nx at the n-th sample in the absence of 
perturbations and controls 
. nx~ is the perturbed uncontrolled solution which can be generated for perturbed parameterizations (then 
0mm~  ) and possibly contributed by unmodeled dynamics (then 0mm~  ) 
. cnx  is the correction by some nominal feedback controller of the uncontrolled nominal solution which 
can be potentially used to stabilize it or to improve it in some practical suitable sense provided it is 
already stable 
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. cnx~  is the correction by adding some incremental feedback  controller of the  perturbed nominally 
controlled solution 
.  N is the set of natural numbers and  00  NΝ is that of nonnegative integers. 
. 0S  and Scl denote, respectively, the interior and closure of the set S . 
 
The stability and instability properties of nonautonomous difference equations has been investigated in 
[1-7], [17-18] and references there in. There is wide set of problems where stability of discrete systems 
involving either the discretization of time-continuous systems or being essentially digital by nature are of 
interest and involving very often the presence of nonlinearities. In those problems stability is commonly a  
required property for well-posedness.  Among such problems, we can mention: a) those related to signal 
processing, b)models involving neural networks, c) adaptive control to deal with not perfectly known 
systems under combined estimation and control, d)problems related to modelling dynamic systems 
describing biological, medical or ecological systems, and e) those related to descriptions to rational 
difference equations. See, for instance, [9-15] and references there in. In particular, the nominal 
uncontrolled particular case of (1), namely, 0 nnn gf~f ; Nn has been studied in [1-4] under 
asymptotic stability conditions and dual instability versions of them, [1]. The objective of this manuscript 
is the generalization of the study of the stability and instability of equilibrium points of autonomous 
difference equations of [1-3] to the case of presence of additive perturbations (without formal distinction 
between parametrical perturbations, or structured or unstructured unmodeled dynamics). The 
perturbation- free difference equation will be  referred to as the nominal uncontrolled  one while the 
perturbed difference equation will be referred to as the uncontrolled perturbed difference equation. Two 
classes of feedback controllers are also proposed to stabilize the uncontrolled autonomous difference 
equation. The first class consists of two additive dynamics, namely, the nominal control for stabilization 
of the uncontrolled nominal equation plus an incremental controller for  stabilization of  the unmodeled 
dynamics. The second class consists of a single controller which stabilizes the whole uncontrolled 
dynamics for a certain tolerance to presence of  perturbation dynamics of sufficiently small size 
characterized in terms of sufficiently small norm. The perturbed uncontrolled difference equation and the 
controlled difference equation can potentially possess  distinct equilibrium points than the uncontrolled 
nominal difference equation. The formalism can also be applied to the study of feedback stabilization of 
unstable oscillations. 
 
2. Vectorization preliminaries and linearization-based relations between equilibrium points and 
limit oscillatory solutions  
Problems of major interest concerning (1) are (a) the characterization of a controller which stabilizes, at 
least locally around an equilibrium point, an unstable nominal difference equation, and (b) the 
stabilization of either a particular or a class of perturbed uncontrolled equations under a combined 
nominal plus incremental controller. It has to be pointed out that any equilibrium point of the uncontrolled 
equations can be re-allocated under a control action. In other words, the local stabilization via feedback 
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control of an unstable equilibrium point of the uncontrolled equations may lead in parallel to a re-
allocation of such an equilibrium point. An associate vector function to (1) is  
     1111  mmmh u,...,u,u,,....uhu,....,uV                                                                                                            
       gg m~g~mgm~f~mf u,....,uVu,....,uVu,....,uVu,....,uV 1111 0   
                              111111 0  mm~mm~m u,...,u,u,,....ug~u,,....ugu,,....uf~u,,....uf gg        (2) 
, in particular    11 uhuVh   if m=1, where 
    1111 000  mmmf u,...,u,u,,....uf:u,....,uV ;     m~m~m~f~ u,...,u,u,,....uf~:u,....,uV 111       1111  ggg mmmg u,...,u,u,,....ug:u,....,uV  ;     1111  g~g~g mmm~g~ u,...,u,u,,....ug~u,....,uV  
                                                                                                                                                           (3) 
The following result follows by simple inspection of (2) since 0mm  : 
 
Lemma 2.1.  The vector function (2) can be expressed equivalently as 
  mh u,....,uV 1  
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                                                                                                                                       (4) 
where   RR  mf~f DD:f  is defined from RR  0mfD:f  by adding  0mm   
identically zero arguments. The set D can be identical (although it is non-necessarily identical) to fD  
only if 0mm  and then there is a unique such a mapping which is the identity self-mapping.              □   
 
The nominal and perturbed uncontrolled difference equations as well as the nominal controlled and 
perturbed controlled ones can have potentially distinct equilibrium points as follows. A generic “ ad – 
hoc” description is also useful to describe some limit oscillatory solutions. 
 
1) 0x is an equilibrium point of the uncontrolled nominal difference equation  01 mnnnn x,...,xfx   
if  and only if  000 x,...,xfx n ; Nn . Then,  000 x,...,xX   is the associate equilibrium 
point of the first-order autonomous 0m -order vector equation  1 nfn XVX n ; Nn  obtained from 
the particular difference equation (1)  
01 mnnnn x,...,xfx   ; Nn via the nominal vector equation 
 mf u,....,uV n 1   00 11 mm u,....,u,u,,....uf  provided that   fff DDV n  . A sequence solution  001 0mx...,x  of  01 mnnnn x,...,xfx   is a limit oscillatory solution of order at most 0m  if and 
only if  0010 00 mnikm x...,xfx  ; N n,k ,  00 21 m,...,,:mi  . Such a solution is trivially an 
equilibrium point if 00 xx i  ; 0mi  . The 0m  - real vector  0010 0mx...,xX   is the associate 
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nominal limit oscillatory solution of order at most 0m  the first-order autonomous 0m -order vector 
equation  1 nfn XVX n ; Nn  obtained from the particular difference equation (1) 
 01 mnnnn x,...,xfx   ; Nn via the nominal vector equation 
 mf u,....,uV n 1   00 11 mm u,....,u,u,,....uf . 
 
2) px 0 is an equilibrium point of  the uncontrolled perturbed difference equation 
   m~nnnmnnnn x,...,xf~x,...,xfx   11 0  if  and only if    ppnppnp x,...,xf~x,...,xfx 00000  ; 
Nn .Then,  ppp x,...,xX 000   is the associate equilibrium point of the first-order autonomous 
 m~,mmaxm p 00 : -order vector equation  1 nf~fn XVX nn ; Nn  according to  
pmf
~f u,....,uV 01  
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m~ ,...,,,...,,u,,....uf
~                (5) 
provided that   f~ff~ff~f DDDDV nn   provided the set union is non-empty, where 
  RR  pmf~f DD:f~,f 000 in (5), provided that f~f DD  is non-empty, take into account  that 
the uncontrolled  and  nominal perturbed difference equations have potentially distinct orders and are 
built from RR  0mfD:f , RR  m
~
f~D:f
~  as in the parallel construction of Lemma 2.1, 
Eq.(4). We can describe limit oscillatory solutions of the uncontrolled perturbed difference equation of 
order at most pm0 , or equivalently those of its associate vector function, by a sequence solution  




 pmpnpmpnp ikm ppp x...,xf
~x...,xfx 001
00
1
0
000
; N n,k , pmi 0 . 
 
3) cx is an equilibrium point of  the controlled nominal difference equation 
   gmnnnmnnnn x,...,xgx,...,xfx   11 0  if and only if    ccnccnc x,...,xgx,...,xfx  ; Nn . 
Then,  ccc x,...,xX   is the associate equilibrium point of the first-order autonomous 
 gc m,mmaxm 0: -order vector equation  1 ngfn XVX nn ; Nn , provided that 
  gfgfgf DDDDV  , provided that such a union is non-empty. The equivalent first-order vector 
equations are defined via the associate vector function  gfgf DDV   through ad-hoc functions 
fc DD:f  and gc DD:g   built according to the corresponding associate vector equation  defined 
in a similar way to (4) and (5). This is directly extended to limit oscillatory solutions of order at most 
cm of the controlled nominal difference equation, which can be equivalently expressed in vector form, in 
the same way as above. 
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4) cpx is an equilibrium point of  the controlled perturbed difference equation (1) if  and only if  
 cpcpncp x,...,xhx   
   cpcpncpcpn x,...,xf~x,...,xf     cpcpncpcpn x,...,xg~x,...,xg  ; Nn                   (6) 
 
Then,  cpcpcp x,...,xX   is the associate equilibrium point of the first-order autonomous m-order 
vector equation  1 nhn XVX n ; Nn defined  via (4) provided that   DDV nh  . A sequence 
solution  cpmcp x...,x 1  of  mnnnn x,...,xfx  1  is a limit oscillatory solution of order at most m  if 
and only if   cpmcpncp ikm x...,xfx 1 ; N n,k ; mi  . Such a solution is trivially an equilibrium 
point if cpcpi xx  ; mi  . The m  - real vector  cpmcpcp x...,xX 1  is the associate nominal limit 
oscillatory solution of order at most m  the first-order autonomous m -order vector equation 
 1 nfn XVX n ; Nn  obtained from the particular difference equation (1)  mnnnn x,...,xfx  1  
; Nn via the nominal vector equation  mf u,....,uV n 1   mm u,....,u,u,,....uf 11 . 
 
Remark 2.1. Note that the above description allows the characterization of equilibrium points as particular 
cases of limit oscillatory solutions. Note also that limiting oscillatory solutions can exceed the order of the 
difference equations if such a solution has a repeated pattern of more elements than the order of the 
difference equations. Details are omitted since the analysis methods is close to the above one in both 
scalar and equivalent vector forms. Limiting oscillatory solutions are relevant in some applications, in 
particular, in the fields of Communications, design of electronic oscillators, etc.                                     □ 
 
Remark 2.2: The difference equation  mnnnn x,...,xfx  1 ; Nn has been pointed to be 
equivalent to its associate vector equation  1 nfn XVX n ; Nn . Then, the nominal uncontrolled 
difference equation admits the representation     21 1   nfnnnn XVfXfx n ; Nn . Proceeding 
recursively: 
    21 1   nfnnnn XVfXfx n =   01 XGf fnn  ; Nn  
By defining 11 Vooo fff
f
n ....VV:G nn  ; 0Nn with fG 0 being identity, [1]. Close composed 
mappings to describe  the various uncontrolled and controlled (nominal or ) versions of (1)    are: 
 f
~fG 0 = id , 1111 Vooo f~ff~ff~f
f~f
n ....VV:G nnnn 

  ; Nn       
gf~fG 0 =id , 111111 Vooo gf~fgf~fgf~f
gf~f
n ....VV:G nnnnnn 

  ; Nn      
hG 0 =id , 11 Vooo hhh
h
n ....VV:G nn   ; Nn                                                                                  □ 
 
The following result is direct by inspection of (1): 
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Proposition 2.2. The nominal and perturbed uncontrolled associate vector functions may have a common 
equilibrium point or a common limiting oscillation of order at most m only if  m~,mmaxmm 00  . The 
nominal and perturbed uncontrolled associate vector functions as well as the controlled and perturbed 
controlled ones may have a common equilibrium point only if, in addition, 
   ggg m~,mmaxm~,m,mmaxm 000  . 
 
Proof: If the conditions fail and the vector functions referred to have some common equilibrium point, 
this one, should have different dimension depending on the equation what is a contradiction. The proof is 
also valid “mutatis-mutandis” for limiting oscillation of orders at most m.                                       □ 
 
It is now discussed the presence of limit oscillations of the uncontrolled perturbed difference equations in 
a neighbourhood centred about a nominal limit oscillation.  A similar analysis is also useful for closeness 
of the limiting oscillatory solutions to that of a given difference equation of any of the three remaining 
difference ones under investigation. 
 
Theorem 2.3. Assume the following: 
1)    00 mm~,mmax:mp  ,    fff DDV n and    f~ff~ff~f DDDDV nn ; Nn   
where   pnn mf~f u...,,uV 1  is defined in (5); Nn . 
2)  
   
00 X
T
n
X
T
n
X
Xf~,
X
Xf




exist within a neighborhod of 0X , which is a limit oscillatory solution of 
the vector uncontrolled nominal equation of order at most 0mmp   (including potentially nominal 
equilibrium points as particular cases).  
3) The inverse 0m  -matrix    100  XMI pm  exists, where 
     
00
00
X
T
f~
X
T
f
X
XV
X
XV
XM 

 , and 0mI is the 0m -identity matrix of 0mR . 
 
Then     00000 1 XVXMIXXˆ f~mp   is a linear estimate of limit oscillatory solutions of order 
at most 0m  (including, as particular cases, potential equilibrium points) of the vector perturbed 
difference equation. The estimate is closes to true values of pX 0  as  0XV f~  is sufficiently small. 
 If         pmf~m mXMIrankXV,XMIrank pp  00000  then there are infinitely many first-
order estimates pXˆ 0 of limiting oscillatory solutions of the vector uncontrolled nominal equation of 
order at most 0m . If         000001 XMIrankXV,XMIrankm pmf~mp   
 then there is no such  an estimate. 
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Proof: Note that 0mmp  implies that 0mm~  . Define 0000 : XXX p,p  which is rewritten below 
after using a linearized perturbed difference vector equation  since the perturbed equilibrium point is 
within a neighbourhood of the nominal one 
    pn m,pnf~,pnn,pn IXoXVXXMX  000000000 1   
                  pm,pnf~,pn IXoXVXXM  0000000  ; Nn                                                 (7) 
where 
         














 01
00
00
00
p
nn
m
X
T
n
X
T
n
X
T
f~
X
T
f
n
I
X
Xf~
X
Xf
X
XV
X
XV
XM  
                           














 01
00
00
00
m
X
T
X
T
X
T
f~
X
T
f
I
X
Xf~
X
Xf
X
XV
X
XV
XM ; Nn              (8) 
if 20 m ,where 10mI is the  10 m  identity matrix and superscript T denotes transposition, since 
   00 XVXV ffn  ,    00 XVXV f~f~n  ,    00 XfXfn  ,    00 Xf~Xf~n  , Nn ; and 
           
0000
0000
X
f~
X
f
X
f~
X
f
n X
XV
X
XV
XM
X
XV
X
XV
XM nn 



 ; Nn               (9) 
if 10 m . Taking 000000 1 ,p,pn,pn XXX   ; Nn , one gets from (7): 
      010 0000000 m,pf~m,p IXoXVXMIX                                                                    (10) 
provided that    1000  XMIm  exists so that      010000 XVXMIXˆ f~m,p   is an estimate 
of 00 1
,p
nX  so that if   100 XM and      000 1 XMXV f~   for some R , then one 
gets from Banach´s  perturbation lemma,[16]: 
           00
0
0
10000
1 XM
XV
XVXMIXˆ f
~
f~m
,p                                                   (11) 
Since for 0 ,   0000  ,pf~ XXV   then, for a sufficiently small * such that    *
f~
XM
XV 
 00
0
1
 
and for any *  ,   200 /Xo ,p    what occurs in particular, for 1 if RR m:f~,f  are 
furthermore analytic in an open ball of mR centred at 0X  of radius 23 /  .  The conditions for the 
existence of infinitely many first-order estimates of 00 ,pXˆ or the existence of none of them is direct 
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from compatible and incompatible conditions for linear algebraic systems of equations according to 
Rouché – Froebenius theorem from Linear Algebra.                                                                        □ 
 
Note that it can occur for the nominal and perturbed uncontrolled difference equations to have common 
equilibrium points. On the other hand, it is possible to obtain linear similar first-order comparison results 
to those of Theorem 2.3 for the estimates of the equilibrium points of the corrected closed-loop system 
via an incremental controller related to those of the controlled system without incremental controller. An 
“ad-hoc” result is now stated without proof which can be performed very closely to that of Theorem 2.3: 
 
Theorem 2.4. Assume the following: 
1)  gm,m~,mmaxm 0  and  gg m,m~,mmaxm~ 0 , so that  gg m~,m,m~,mmaxm 0 ,  and 
   DDV nh ,    gf~fgf~fgf~f DDDDDDV nnn ; Nn ; where  mgf~f u...,,uV nnn 1  is defined correspondingly to (5) for this case; Nn . 
2)  
        
cc X
T
n
X
T
nnn
X
Xg~,
X
XgXf~Xf




exist within a neighborhod of cX , which is a limit 
oscillatory solution of order at most m  of the vector controlled nominal equation, i.e. the vector nominal 
uncontrolled via feedback of the nominal controller (including potentially nominal equilibrium points).  
3) The inverse m-matrix    1 ccm XMI  exists, where    
cX
T
hcc
X
XVXM 
 . 
Then     cg~ccmccp XVXMIXXˆ 1  is a linear estimate of limit oscillatory solutions of order at 
most m  (including potential equilibrium points as particular cases) of the vector controlled difference 
equation under the combined nominal and correction controllers from its corresponding counterpart under 
the nominal controller only. The estimate closes to true values as  cg~ XV  is sufficiently small. 
 If         mXMIrankXV,XMIrank ccmcg~ccm   then there are infinitely many first-order 
estimates cpXˆ of limiting oscillatory solutions of the vector uncontrolled nominal equation of order at 
most m . If         ccmcf~ccm XMIrankXV,XMIrankm 1  
then there is no such  an estimate.                                                                                                            □ 
 
The same linearization technique can be used to compare closely allocated equilibrium points of the same 
dimension for other pairs of the involved systems. In this way, the following results follow, respectively, 
for the nominal uncontrolled and controlled difference equations and for the uncontrolled nominal and 
controlled perturbed ones and, equivalently, for the associate pairs of vector systems as follows: 
 
Theorem 2.5. Assume the following: 
1)    00 mm,mmax:m gc  ,    fff DDV n and    gfgfgf DDDDV nn ; Nn   
where   cnn mgf u...,,uV 1  is defined correspondingly to (5) for this case; Nn . 
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2)  
   
00 X
T
n
X
T
n
X
Xg,
X
Xf




exist within a neighborhod of 0X , which is a limit oscillatory solution of 
the vector uncontrolled nominal equation of order at most 0m  (including potentially nominal equilibrium 
points as particular cases).  
3) The inverse 0m  -matrix    100  XMI cm  exists, where      
00
0
X
T
g
X
T
fc
X
XV
X
XV
XM 

 , 
and 0mI is the 0m -identity matrix of 
0mR . 
Then     0100 XVXMIXXˆ gcmc   is a linear estimate of limit oscillatory solutions of order at 
most 0m  (including, as particular cases, potential equilibrium points) of the vector controlled  difference 
equation from its nominal uncontrolled counterpart. The estimate closes to true values as  0XVg  is 
sufficiently small. 
 If         0000 00 mXMIrankXV,XMIrank cmgcm   then there are infinitely many first-
order estimates cXˆ of limiting oscillatory solutions of the vector controlled nominal equation of order at 
most 0mmc  . If         0000 001 XMIrankXV,XMIrankm cmgcm   
then there is no such  an estimate.                                                                                                        □ 
 
Theorem 2.6. Assume the following: 
1)      00000 mm~,mmaxm,m~,mmax:m gcp  ,    f~ff~ff DDDDV n , and    gf~fgf~fgf~f DDDDDDV nnn ; Nn   
where   
cnnn mgf
~f u...,,uV 1  is defined correspondingly to (5) for this case; Nn . 
2)  
     
0
00
X
T
n
X
T
n
X
T
n
X
Xg,
X
Xf~,
X
Xf






exist within a neighborhod of 0X , which is a limit oscillatory 
solution of the vector uncontrolled nominal equation of order at most 0m  (including potentially nominal 
equilibrium points as particular cases).  
3) The inverse 0m  -matrix    100  XMI cpm  exists, where 
       
000
0
X
T
g
X
T
f~
X
T
fcp
X
XV
X
XV
X
XV
XM 


 , and 
0mI is the 0m -identity matrix of 
0mR . 
 
Then     0100 XVXMIXXˆ gf~cpmcp   is a linear estimate of limit oscillatory solutions of order 
at most 0m  (including, as particular cases, potential equilibrium points) of the vector controlled  
difference equation from its nominal uncontrolled counterpart. The estimate closes to true values as 
 0XV gf~  is sufficiently small. 
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 If         0000 00 mXMIrankXV,XMIrank cpmgf~cpm    then there are infinitely many 
first-order estimates cpXˆ of limiting oscillatory solutions of the vector controlled nominal equation of 
order at most 0mmcp  . If         0000 001 XMIrankXV,XMIrankm cpmgf~cpm   then 
there is no such  an estimate.                                                                                                             □ 
 
3. Some stability and instability properties 
The following result holds concerning the stabilization via a feedback controller of an unstable 
uncontrolled equilibrium point. The controller consists, in general , of two parts, namely a) the nominal 
controller used to stabilize the uncontrolled difference equation; and b) the  incremental controller used to 
stabilize the  difference equation which includes perturbed parameters and/or perturbed dynamics. The 
stabilization process admits the double interpretation of the above section in terms of stabilization of 
either equilibrium points or that of oscillatory solutions. The equilibrium points can potentially vary under 
perturbations and the presence of feedback controllers. 
 
Theorem 3.1. The following properties hold: 
(i) Let 0x and cx be two equilibrium points of the nominal and nominal controlled difference equations 
with corresponding ones 0X  and cX in the associate vector equations. Assume that cmmm  0 , 
0
0 ASclX  and pc ASclX   with cAASS  00 , where S is an invariant subset of 
solutions of the associate  vector equations for all nfV and nn gfV  ; i.e.   SSV nf  and   SSV nn gf  , 
for any controller in C consisting in a nominal controller, with  
 
  N n;XXxXf:RX:A nnm 000                                                            (12) 
    N n;XXxXgXf:RX:A ccncnnmc                                               (13) 
for some real nonnegative sequences   Nii and   Nici . If   Nnn  is unbounded, 
where   ni in 1 , and   Nncn  is such that 1 cnn suplim  ,where   ni cicn 1 , then 0X is 
unstable where cX is locally asymptotically stable with respect to S. 
 
(ii)  Let px 0 and cx be two equilibrium points of the uncontrolled perturbed and nominal controlled (via 
the nominal plus the incremental controllers)  difference equations with corresponding ones pX 0  and 
cX in the associate vector equations. If   cpp mm~,mmaxmm  00 , pp ASclX 00  and 
c
c ASclX   with cp AASS  00 , where S is an invariant subset of the solutions of the 
associate  vector equations for all 
nn f
~fV  and nnn gf~fV  ; i.e.   SSV nn f~f   and   SSV nnn gf~f  , 
with  
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    N n;XXxXf~Xf:RX:A ppnpnnmp 000                                        (14) 
      N n;XXxXgXf~Xf:RX:A ccncnnnmc                                  (15) 
for some nonnegative sequences   Nipi and   Nici . Thus, if   Nnpn  is unbounded, 
where   ni pipn 1 , and   Nncn  is such that 1 cnn suplim  ,where   ni cicn 1 , then pX 0 is 
unstable where cX is locally asymptotically stable with respect to S.  
 
 (iii)  Let px 0 and cpx be two equilibrium points of the perturbed and perturbed controlled (via the 
nominal plus the incremental controllers) difference equations with corresponding ones pX 0  and 
cpX in the associate vector equations. If cpp mmm  0 , pp ASclX 00  and cpcp ASclX   with 
cpp AASS  00 , where S is an invariant subset of the solutions of the associate  vector 
equations for all 
nn f
~fV  and nhV , i.e.   SSV nn f~f   and   SSV nh  ,  for some nonnegative real 
sequences   Nii and   Nicpi , and 
 
  N nXXxXh:RX:A cpcpncpnmcp ;                                                        (16) 
Thus, if   Nnn  is unbounded, where   ni in 1 , and   Nncpn  is such that 
1

c
pn
n
suplim  ,where   ni cpicpn 1 , then pX 0 is unstable where cpX is locally asymptotically 
stable with respect to S.                                                                                                                              □ 
 
The above result is directly extendable to stabilization of unstable oscillatory solutions to the light of the 
former discussions in Section 2. Explicit conditions for the fulfilment of Theorem 3.1(iii), which imply 
the local asymptotic stabilization within an invariant set around the equilibrium points of the unstable 
perturbed uncontrolled system, are given in the subsequent result. The stabilization mechanism is 
achieved by synthesizing a controller consisting of combined nominal controller with an incremental 
controller. The nominal controller stabilized the nominal difference equation in the absence of 
perturbations while the incremental one completes the stabilization for the whole uncontrolled difference 
equation. 
 
Theorem 3.2. Assume that cpp mmm  0  with 00 ASclX p  and cpcp ASclX  being unique 
equilibrium points in 0AScl  , respectively in cpAScl  ,  where cpp AAS  0  is invariant under 
all 
nn f
~fV  and nhV for a class of controllers C ; i.e.   SSV nn f~f   and    SSV nh  for any combined 
nominal plus incremental controller in the class C ; Nn . Define pcpp xx:x 00  and 
pcpp XX:X 00   being sufficiently close to zero to satisfy: 
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    pcpnpncpnp XXX 00 1     , SclX  , Nn                                                (17) 
Assume also that the nominal and incremental controller are  
 
     nn nnnnnn XfXXg    111    ;            nn ~n~nnnnn Xf~X~Xg~    111  ; Nn           (18) 
 
with their corresponding gain sequences   Nnn  and   Nnn~ being chosen to satisfy the constraints: 
       nn nnpnnnn XfxXfsignXsign    1011  ; Nn                                            (19)      
       nn ~n~npnnnn Xf~xXf~signX~sign    1011  ; Nn                                             (20) 
           nnnn ~n~nnn
cp
nnnn
nnnn
Xf~,Xf
xXf~Xf
X~,X







11
11
11  ; Nn                                (21) 
 
for some existing non-negative integer sequences  
0Nnn ,   0Nnn~  chosen such that 
     011  nnnn ~n~nnn Xf~,Xf  ; 0Nn  subject to 
     011  nnnn ~n~nnnn Xf~,Xfinflim  since equality to zero holds for all nonnegative 
sequences  
0Nnn ,   0Nnn~ if and only if 0cpX . 
Then, the corresponding equilibrium points of the perturbed uncontrolled associate vector system pX 0 is 
unstable while that of the perturbed controlled system cpX is asymptotically stable. The properties hold 
for the corresponding perturbed and perturbed controlled difference equations of equilibrium points 
px 0 and cpx , respectively .                                                          
 
Proof: Conditions for the following chain of inequalities to hold are given: 
  cpnn xXh 1  
                                ppnnnnnnnn xxXg~XgXf~Xf 001111    
                             pnnnnpnpncncpn xXf~XfXXXX 011011             (22) 
; Nn within S .The following chained inequalities guarantee that (22) holds in S: 
         p~n~nnnnnnnppn xXf~X~XfXXX nnnn 011110      
               p~n~nnnnnnnpnnnn xXf~X~XfXxXf~Xf nnnn 01111011      
        ppnnnn xxXf~Xf 0011          nnnn ~n~nnnnnnn Xf~X~XfX     1111   
                              ppn
ppc
pn XXXXX
000   ; Nn                                  (23) 
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       ppcpnppnnnn XXXxxXf~Xf 0000110     
                      nnnn ~n~nnnnnnn Xf~X~XfX     1111  ; Nn                           (24) 
 
Then, the nominal and incremental controller gains are chosen to satisfy (19)-(21) for existing non-
negative real sequences  
0Nnn ,   0Nnn~  such that      011  nnnn ~n~nnn Xf~,Xf  ; 
0Nn  subject to      011  nnnn ~n~nnnn Xf~,Xfinflim  since equality to zero holds if and 
only if 0cpX . The reminder of the proof now follows since from (22) one gets simultaneously within 
a nonempty invariant set cpp AAS  0 : 
  cpncpncpnn XXxXh   11  ; SXi  , 0Ni                                                               (25) 
    pnnnnpnpn xXf~XfXX 01101   ; SX i  , 0Ni                                              (26) 
 
Then, one gets from (26): 
        cphnncphncpn xXGhXXVhxXh n   11  
             ni cpcncpcpjmijicpcpn XXXXmaxXX 1 1  N ; SclX   , Nn  
                                                                                                                                                       (27) 
with the real sequence  
0Nn
cn of elements satisfying  10,cn , Nn so that one deduces by 
taking  -norms for the m-tuples   XG h. (see Remark 2.2) that: 
 
         cpcncphjjmnjncphn XXxXGhmaxXXG 111 N ; Nn                      (28) 
Since  10,cn ; Nn , then     01  cphnn XXGlim  ; SX   . Since    Nnhn XG      is a 
sequence of contraction self-mappings from SmR    to S   and mR  is a complete metric space endowed 
with the given norm-induced metric, then the equilibrium point cpX  on the vector function equation 
associated to the controlled  difference equation is locally asymptotically stable with respect to S and it 
also is the unique fixed point in Scl ,[8]. Then, the equilibrium point cpX  on the controlled  difference 
equation is locally asymptotically stable with respect to S equilibrium point cpx of  the corresponding 
difference equation is also locally stable. On the other hand, it follows from (26) that 
    pf
~f
npn
p
pn XXGXX
0
1
0
1   
              pf~fnpf~fnf~fnpnn XXGxXVf~XVfxXf~Xf nnnn 000 ; SclX  , Nn  
                                                                                                                                                        (29) 
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Since   Nnpn  is unbounded with   ni pipn : 1 , then   N  nf
~f
n XG  is a sequence of 
expanding self-mappings from SmR   to S so that the equilibrium point pX 0  of the vector function 
equation associated to the perturbed uncontrolled  difference equation is locally unstable with respect to 
S. Then, the corresponding equilibrium point of the difference equation px 0 is unstable.                      □ 
 
The next result is concerned with the local asymptotic stabilization around equilibrium points within a 
certain invariant set of the unstable uncontrolled perturbed difference equation  through a single controller 
provided that the perturbation dynamics satisfies some smallness- type constraints. 
 
Theorem 3.3. Assume the following: 
1) cp mmm  0  with pp ASclX 00  and cc ASclX  being unique equilibrium points in 
pAScl 0 , respectively in cAScl  ,  where cp AAS  0  is invariant under all nn f~fV  and 
nnnn gf
~fh VV  (since 0ng~ ) for any controller in the class C consisting of a nominal controller; i.e. 
  SSV
nn f
~f   and    SSV nh   with the incremental controller being identically zero; Nn , 
provided that the sets are nonempty.  Assume also that the sets pA 0 and cA defined in (14)-(15) are 
redefined as 
 
      N n;XX~xXf~Xf:RX:A ppnpnpnnmp 000 1                            (30) 
        N n;XX~xXgXf~Xf:RX:A ccncncnnnmc  1                    (31)     
for nonnegative real sequences    N npnpn ~ 1 and    N ncncn ~ 1  being defined for some 
nonnegative real sequences   Nnpn~ and   Nncn~ , subject to 1pn~ and 11  ncn~  ,  
where   Nnpn  is unbounded of elements redefined as      ni pipipn ~: 1 1  , and   Nncn  of 
elements being redefined as      ni cicicn ~: 1 1  being such that 1 cnn suplim  .  
2) The perturbed sequence   
N nnn Xf
~
1  satisfies the constraints 
  cncncnnnn XX~aXf~   11   ;    pnpnpnnnn XX~bXf~ 011                         (32) 
 
; Nn  within S for some real sequences   Nnna and   Nnnb  and for some nonnegative real 
sequences  
0Nnpn
~ and  
0Nnn
~ , subject to 1pn~ and 11  npn~  . 
 
3) The stabilizing incremental controller is identically zero while the nominal controller is 
     nn nnnnnn XfXXg    111  subject to: 
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        nn nnpnnnn XfxXfsignXsign    1011 ; Nn                                            (33)                                     
   



 





nnnn
n
c
nn
nn
Xf
axXf
X


1
1
1 ; Nn                                                                                 (34) 
within S if 01  



 nnnn Xf   and   01 nn X if 01    nnnn Xf  ; Nn , for some 
existing non-negative integer sequence  
0Nnn . 
Then, the corresponding equilibrium points of the perturbed uncontrolled associate vector system pX 0 is 
unstable while that of the controlled system cX under the nominal controller is asymptotically stable. 
The stability properties also hold for the corresponding perturbed and perturbed controlled difference 
equations of equilibrium points px 0 and cx , respectively .                                                          
 
Proof: Now the errors of the uncontrolled perturbed and the controlled nominal equilibrium points under 
consideration are pcp xx:x 00  and pcp XX:X 00  . Note that   01 nn Xg~ , so that (20) is 
omitted, while (19) and (21) are replaced by (33) and (34).Also, the inequalities (25)-(26) are replaced by 
 
              ncnnnnnncnnnnnnnn axXfXXfxXfXXf~Xf nnnn     1111111  
                                      nnn aXf~  1   cpncncn XX~  11  ; SX n  , 0Nn     
                                                                                                                                                         (35) 
      nnnnpnnpnpnpn bXf~bxXfXX~   101011   
                                             pnnnn xXf~Xf 011   ; SX n  , 0Nn                                (36) 
 0Nn , provided that  
 
      ncnnnnnn axXfXXf nn    111  cpncn XX  1 ; SX n  , 0Nn             (37) 
 
  npnnpnpn bxXfXX   0101 ; SX n  , 0Nn                                                 (38) 
fo some existing nonnegative sequences    N npnpn ~ 1 and    N ncncn ~ 1 . Thus, pX 0 is 
unstable while cX is locally asymptotically stable with respect to S.  Those properties also hold by 
construction of pX 0  and cX  for the corresponding perturbed and perturbed controlled difference 
equations of equilibrium points px 0 and cx , respectively .                                                             □     
 
Remark 3.1. Note that in the proof of the results of this section, estimates can replace to the true 
equilibrium points if they are , potentially distinct, but sufficiently close to each other by using the results 
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of Section 2 provided that the needed assumptions of the various function smoothness hold. Furthermore, 
the equilibrium points under analysis in the various given results could be replaced with the estimates of 
errors related to the nominal equilibrium if such errors are sufficiently small in terms of smallness of error 
norms. For instance, take the estimation error of the equilibrium points of the feedback associate vector 
equation via the nominal controller compared to its uncontrolled perturbed counterpart  
    0100: XVXMIXXˆ gf~cmc   
; SX   calculated  from Theorem 2.6. Thus, the last term of (35) with 0cn~ ; 0Nn  possesses the  
lower- bounds given below  
   ccncncnccnccnccn XˆXXˆXXˆXXX   1                     (39) 
provided that the equilibrium point estimation error is of sufficiently small size fulfilling 
cc
n XˆX    for some sequence   0Nncn satisfying 10  cn ; 0Nn . Thus, the last term of 
(35) could be replaced by (39) and the  theorem and its proof could be reformulated based on estimates 
when having a sufficiently small estimation error between the  equilibrium point of the uncontrolled 
difference equation and  that of the current controlled difference equation; i.e. that subject to parametrical 
perturbation  with or without unmodeled  dynamics.                                                                        □  
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